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FEE LING THE HEAT On the Runway has become a global phenomenon, and when Paige and

Erin Forrester take their reality show to London, they get a reception to remember. Bombarded by

crazed fans and the flashbulbs and interrogations of the infamous British paparazzi, the sisters

know that their lives have changed---big time. Star treatment has its perks, but the girls quickly learn

just how scorching life in the limelight can be. Before long, the sisters are stretched close to a

breaking point. With zealous paparazzi poised to take advantage of even the slightest whiff of a

scandal, the stakes have never been higher.
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Melody Carlson has written more than 200 books for teens, women, and children. Before publishing,

Melody traveled around the world, volunteered in teen ministry, taught preschool, raised two sons,

and worked briefly in interior design and later in international adoption. 'I think real-life experiences

inspire the best fiction,' she says. Her wide variety of books seems to prove this theory.

My daughter loved it~!

Paige and Erin Forrester are back and this time they're traveling to London, England with their show

On the Runway to film interviews and to have Paige guest star in a TV show there. If only it could go

that smoothly. With a tip-off from Paige herself about their location and horrendous rumors swirling



around the gossip mill, this trip across the pond is a recipe for disaster. Naturally, it's now up to Erin

to find a way to keep everything together. But, with everything going on lately, Erin is starting

whether or not she's enabling her sister and is getting tired of being the one to always repair her

sister's mistakes. Will the show fall apart or will Erin keep it all together?-------------------------------

Melody Carlson is my favorite young adult writer for a reason. She's one of the few authors I know

that can one of the shallowest subjects in the world, high fashion, and make it deep and give facts

about things other than fashion. The author chose a perfect subject for teen girls because what

teenaged girl doesn't like clothing and shoes? But she adds deep thoughts and makes you think.

Erin is the main character outlet for the deepness of the book but like all of us she is flawed and

sometimes has a skewed view of things. It makes her more realistic and endearing. To counteract

this the author adds friends who are as down-to-earth as she is. They offer her a third party view to

her family and mainly her sister. Naturally, with the subject matter, there has to be someone on the

shallow end of the spectrum. That person is Erin's sister, Paige. Paige is the older sister, yet she

acts like the youngest. She must have her way and if she doesn't get it, she'll do just about anything

to get it, even if all that is is the silent treatment. This causes conflict between everyone about her.

Unlike most teen books, Erin doesn't feel the need to be in a relationship, so she isn't. Not for lack

of trying on the guys' part, though. Erin decided that she wants to put the show first and to back-off

on having a boyfriend at tis time in her life. However, that doesn't mean that there isn't romance.

Both the sisters are trying not to be wooed by more than one man. It's interesting to wonder who

each one are going to pick, or at least Erin, since she's the one on the fence as to which on she

likes the most. This author is a master at teen fiction. She's written over two hundred book for young

adults and it shows in the story telling and how well she understands the teen mind. She craft-fully

incorporates faith into every story and she makes every story seem real every main character

lovable and realistic. I haven't read one of her books that I haven't liked and I don't think I will very

often if at all.Overall, a great surprisingly deep book on fashion for young adults. I fully recommend

this, and any of her others, to all teen girls. I give this book three and a half out of five.I received this

book from Zondervan in order for this review. All the opinions expressed are my own.

This review is for the book "Spotlight" by Melody Carlson.I am in total love with this series. I

seriously read this book in less than a day.In the fourth book, the sisters show, On the Runway, has

become a global phenomenon. Paige, as well as Erin are starting to become recognized when they

go out and about.Paige eats it up of course but Erin is less than thrilled about the attention they are

receiving, especially when Paige starts hanging out with her controversial old boyfriend just to get



more press.I feel like Paige really slid backward in her personality for awhile in this book. She had

started improving and she and Erin were getting a closer relationship but the minute her solo

"spotlight" is challenged she is willing to throw Erin to the side. Not so much sisterly love going on

there for a minute.I have to say again that I like that Melody touches on tough subjects without

glamorizing or dramatizing them. You really feel like you are watching the sisters grow as they go

through the good and the bad. Fame isn't all it's cracked up to be and Paige soon realizes that when

nasty rumors start being spread about her in the tabloids.I am eager to read the next installment as

there are only two more books in the series and a rather interesting and big development happens

in the end of this book. Pick up a copy and see for yourself!Excellent series which I highly

recommend for teenagers and women alike :)*Note* I received this book for free from Zondervan

Publishers in exchange for a review about it. I am not required to post a positive review. Any

opinions expressed are my own and they are sincere.

Just like the other books in the On The Runway series, much more is taught about fashion than

faith. The boy Erin is most interested in - Blake is a solid Christian who encourages Erin towards

prayer and trusting God when Erin talks to him, but those are about the only times. The issues

covered are looked at from a moral or logical negative consequences aspect, not spiritual.
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